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Parts

Box Leg

Table Top

Modesty panel
front view / back view

Box Leg and Top Assembly

1

Assemble box leg

2

Flip table top upside down and
remove bottom gromets

3

Attached box legs.

Gromets
Bottom of table

Bottom of table
with legs attached

Modesty Panel Assembly

1

Modesty panel will be
attached underneath the
table not on the top.

2

Screw modesty panel into table
top from underneath the table
using the connectors

Back View

Front View
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Parts

Box Leg

Table Top

Second Table Top (short)

BBF Storage

Modesty panel

Installing box leg on a “L” desk

1

Assemble box leg.

2

3

Flip table top upside down to
attach box legs.

Flip table right side up.

Table Top

4

Remove top drawers from storage by pulling
out the drawers and lifting up on the lever on
the sides of the drawers.

6

Attach two table tops together using two brackets.
Attach the brackets to each table from underneath.

7

Lastly attach the modesty panel using brackets
from underneath the table as shown.

5

Attach the short table top to the top on the storage. Secure
with screws by inserting screws in from underneath the top of
the storage. Then return top drawers.

This is how the finished
product should look.
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Parts

Box Legs

Modesty Panel

Table Top

BBF Storage

Box Leg, Modesty, and BBF Installation

1

2

Assemble one box leg with support, the other box leg will not
need one since that will be where the storage BBF will go

Flip table top upside down to
attach box legs

4

Remove top drawers from storage
by pulling out the drawers and
lifting up on the lever on the sides
of the drawers.

6

Lastly attach the modesty panel
using brackets from underneath
the table as shown.

3

5

Flip table right side up.

Attach table top to the storage. Secure with
screws by inserting screws in from underneath the
top of the storage. Then return top drawers.

This is how the finished
product should look
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